It’s been 2 years of great satisfaction… OBVIUS!

It was September of two years ago when Obvius came out first, in Rosso, after
6 months of aging in the cellar. It was meant to be a good and reliable wine, in
a way as innovative than simple: with grapes only and nothing else added.

!
Briefly, everything seemed really ... Obvius! To the point that we did it in Rosato
and unfiltered, during the same vintage 2013.

!
Many appreciations of critics have come, among which:
90/100 Vinous Antonio Galloni and Special Mention L'Espresso Wine
Guide for Obvius Rosso 2012
90/100 Wine Spectator for Obvius Rosato 2013
90/100 Wine Spectator for Obvius Rosso 2013

!
Along those two years we have exported it to all continents, from Sydney
to San Francisco and around Europe, where we have seen it grow year after
year in the bottle, confirming its solid quality.

!
Now, while thanking all those who granted us their trust, we can say that it was
not obvius at all.

!
Best regards

!
Michele Manelli
Winemaker

Faq / OBVIUS, wines of GRAPES ONLY
How much can they mature?
5 to 7 years from its vintage for the Rosso, at least 3 years for the Rosato.
What is their ideal service temperature?
Around 18° C. for the Rosso (64°F.), between 14°-16° C. for the Rosato (58°-62° F.), like any
other wine of its category.
How should you store them?
Just like any wine of their type, they fear warm temperatures more than cold ones, storage
conditions should never pass 18°C. (64° F.) for long periods.
How can you make them without any additives?
Starting from quality grapes with perfect skins, with pressure based winemaking technique
(developed together with the LASI) based on the CO2 produced by fermentation itself,
bottling it in total absence of oxygen and using technical corks.
How come it does not say anything about Sulfites?
Because even those naturally present in the wine are below the detectable limits impose by
labeling regulations.
Are they made of grapes only because they are organic?
No, the organic certifications requires only to respect certain practices along the process,
Obvius does not belong to any such existing category (natural, orange, biodynamic...) even
though it embraces many of them.

